
Get the children ready for Easter with our cute animal jars. 
Perfect for filling with sweet treats!

What you will need:
• Paint   735 184

• Scissors   265 102

• Glass jar   160 071 

• PVA Glue   590 054 

• Marker pen  780 863 

• Wiggly eyes 986 932

• Glitter card  255 473 

• Coloured card  255 007

Rabbit & Chick Easter Jars Time to 
make:  

30 mins  

How to make your rabbit jar:
1. Cover your jar in a layer of white paint.

2.  Whilst you’re waiting for your jar to dry it’s time to get your 
decorations ready.

3.  To decorate, you’ll need two wiggly eyes, white & coloured 
glitter card for the paws, nose and ears.

4.  For the ears, cut ear shapes from the card and use a pen to 
add some detail. Make a fold on the card for the ears and 
use this to glue them to the top of the jar.

5.  For the paws, cut two large oval shapes and stick these to 
the bottom of the jar.

6.  To decorate the paws, cut six mini circles from the glitter 
card and two medium oval shapes from the white card. 
Stick the glitter card circles on top of the white oval shapes. 
Your paws are now complete!

7.  For the nose, cut a mini circle from the glitter card and stick 
on to create a nose. Use a pen to add teeth to your rabbit. 

8. Stick on your wiggly eyes. 

How to make your chick jar:
1. Cover your jar in a layer of yellow paint for the chick.

2.  Whilst you’re waiting for your jar to dry, it’s time to get your decorations ready.

3.  Cut out two wings from the yellow card with a fold so you can glue them to each side of the jar.  
For the beak, cut a small triangle from the same card with a fold so you can stick it to the jar.

4. Stick on your wiggly eyes.


